Mitochondria can move along and interact with actin, yet the identity of the protein(s) mediating the interactions in metazoans is unknown. A new study reveals that a novel unconventional myosin, Myo19, is a mitochondria-associated motor that may play a role in either the transport or tethering of this organelle.
( Figure 1D ). Models of crowding that invoke low-level integration of features at an early stage of processing have difficulty accounting for this finding. Second, crowding can happen between features or objects at different levels of visual processing. For example, crowding happens selectively between holistic face representations, independent of the low-level feature-based crowding within those faces ( Figure 1E ,F). Both grayscale [11] and two-tone Mooney faces [12] are more crowded by upright flanker faces than they are by inverted ones.
This inversion effect in crowding is not simply 'similarity' in any low-level featural sense (for example [13, 14] ) -the similarity is in the 'faceness', the holistic nature of the face. Holistic crowding does not happen for cars or other non-face objects and it is not simply grouping (as in Figure 1D ), because the flankers do not perceptually 'group' in a Gestalt sense any more with each other than they do with the target. Crowding cannot, therefore, be due to a single bottleneck; it cannot even be a single high-level bottleneck. There are layers of crowding: whatever mechanism or set of mechanisms contributes to crowding (be that integration, attentional resolution, positional averaging, and so on), the process must occur redundantly at multiple stages of visual processing.
The Crowded Explanatory Gap A model of crowding that can account for the diversity of empirical findings will be a milestone, to be sure, but it may leave potentially unanswered the broader question of how we get from rarified percepts of objects in crowds to phenomenologically rich percepts of the world; despite crowding, we nonetheless have an 'illusion of completeness', we feel that the visual periphery is meaningful.
At the very end of their article, Levi and Carney [7] leave us with the intriguing speculation that crowding results in a 'flattened' percept. This idea is worth exploring. Perhaps there is a sensory threshold for what counts as 'rich' or 'meaningful' -within some limit, the default percept is that the peripheral visual field is organized and detailed (like the default percept is of a stationary world, even though the image of the world is constantly jittering on the retina because of small eye movements and tremor [15] ). The nature of the information on which this sensory threshold operates is unclear, but one possibility is summary statistics. Natural scenes are filled with similar objects, textures and features, resulting in the perception of ensembles (groups of trees, bricks, faces, flocks of soaring birds), and these may contribute to our rich perceptual experience of the world [16] [17] [18] . These ensembles are perceived whether or not crowding happens [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Thus, crowding may not be necessary for the illusion of completeness, but it may force the issue -obligating the visual system to efficiently compress (as opposed to filter or dismantle) the crowded information into a summary statistical representation. This happens at a number of independent levels ranging from low-level features and textures to high-level objects. Developing a model that accounts for the diverse effects of crowding while simultaneously bridging the explanatory gap between a 'flattened' percept and a rich visual impression of the world remains an important goal for vision science in the near future.
The eye-catching acrobatics of cytoplasmic organelles and their robust trafficking up and down axons provided strong impetus for cell
biologists to determine what drives these movements. The now classical images of organelles, such as mitochondria, trapped in a microtubule meshwork in the axon [1] led to intense studies on the role of microtubule motors in organelle translocation that revealed the major contributions of kinesin-1 and dynein in this process. The transport of mitochondria has been of particular interest as these organelles not only undergo directed movement within the cell, but also are specifically recruited to and then immobilized at sites of high energy consumption, suggesting that an intriguing regulatory mechanism based on sensing mitochondrial activity controls several aspects of mitochondria-cytoskeleton interactions. Over a decade ago, an elegant study using cytoskeletal inhibitors revealed that, in addition to microtubule-dependent movement, mitochondria also move bidirectionally along actin [2] . Subsequent experiments showed that mitochondria were recruited to local sites of applied growth factors and that the restriction of mitochondria to the nearby region is actin dependent [3] . The identity of the molecule(s) or motor(s) that might mediate such interactions between mitochondria and actin in metazoans was unknown. Although class V myosins had been found to have a role in mitochondrial transport in yeast [4] , there has not been any evidence of Myo5 association with mitochondria in higher eukaryotes.
In a study published in this issue of Current Biology, Quintero et al. [5] now report the surprising finding that the founding member of a novel class of myosin, Myo19, is a mitochondriaassociated motor. The initial inventory of human unconventional myosins identified a new short-tailed family member of unknown function [6] . Now known as Myo19, this myosin has a relatively short tail region that is unique and does not contain any recognizable protein domains or motifs that might provide clues about its potential function. Myo19 is present only in higher eukaryotes and a survey of available genome sequences has found that it first appears in arthropods (although, interestingly, not in Drosophila) [7] . Myo19 is specifically localized to mitochondria in different cultured cell types and, as might be expected, the small tail domain alone is sufficient for targeting (although targeting does not involve the insertion of this domain into the outer mitochondrial membrane). The Myo19-mitochondria association is quite stable: fluorescence recovery after photobleaching analysis shows that the GFP-Myo19 tail has a similar halftime for recovery (over 2 minutes) as the mitochondrial resident protein cytochrome b5. These observations immediately suggested that Myo19 could power the movement of mitochondria.
The function of Myo19 was investigated using an overexpression approach. Mitochondrial behavior was found to be notably altered in epithelial cells that had an excess of GFP-Myo19. Mitochondria normally exhibit little noticeable directed movements and instead seem to be jostling in place. The overexpression of GFP-Myo19 appears to set the mitochondria free, causing a substantial increase in their movement in some, but not all, cells. There is a lack of a uniform response across the cell population that is unexplained, but it may be attributed to need for Myo19 levels to reach a critical threshold before motility is noticeably increased. The mitochondria move for long distances, up to several microns, with an approximately twofold increase in the average velocity. Most remarkably, the mitochondria in GFP-Myo19-overexpressing cells have a tadpole shape, while the distribution of GFP-Myo19 is uniform, and the 'fat' end of the tadpole leads the movement. The appearance of these mitochondria gives one the distinct impression of a strong force being exerted on the organelle, as if it is being pulled. The observed motility and altered shape are dependent on an intact actin cytoskeleton and are unaffected by the loss of microtubules. It would seem that the source of the distorting force comes from excess Myo19 but it is not obvious exactly how this may occur.
In contrast, overexpression of the GFP-Myo19 tail neither increased mitochondrial motility nor affected organelle shape, establishing that the Myo19 motor domain (and most likely motor activity) is required for both of these processes. The absence of any notable change in mitochondrial dynamics in the tail-expressing cells, such as increased diffusion, is a bit unexpected: one might have predicted the mitochondria would exhibit the opposite behavior of cells overexpressing the full-length motor as the overexpression of the tail would be expected to compete with endogenous Myo19 for binding sites on the mitochondria. It is difficult to interpret the lack of an effect; it could be due to technical issues or there may be sufficient amounts of full-length Myo19 remaining on the mitochondria to maintain normal interactions with the actin cytoskeleton. Identification of the Myo19 mitochondrial receptors and studies of the effect of metabolic activity of the mitochondria on Myo19 function or perhaps even Myo19 interaction with mitochondria should provide interesting new insights into the role of Myo19 in mitochondrial dynamics.
A simple explanation for the effect of excess mitochondrial motility is that Myo19 acts in the same way as class I myosins. If this were the case, Myo19 would act by recruiting components of the actin polymerization machinery to the mitochondrial membrane [8] , promoting Listeria-like movement via actin comets. This possibility was tested by following the movement of mitochondria in cells co-expressing GFP-Myo19 and the actin marker RFP-utrophin. Actin tails were not formed behind the mitochondria, suggesting that the excess GFP-Myo19 increased motility by directly moving mitochondria rather than promoting actin polymerization.
Could Myo19 be the elusive mitochondrial actin-based motor in neurons? The answer is not yet clear. GFP-Myo19 was overexpressed in neuronally derived cells where mitochondrial movement is readily observed in neurites. The mean run length (the overall distance travelled before movement stops) of mitochondria decreased significantly in these cells. Because microtubule-based transport dominates in neurites, the observed reduction in run length suggests that Myo19 may promote track switching, from actin filaments to microtubules. The results are reminiscent of the interplay between microtubule motors and Myo5a in Xenopus melanophores. In those cells, disruption of Myo5a results in longer microtubule minus-enddirected melanosome run lengths powered by dynein [9] , causing melanosome aggregation. Myo19 could be acting in a similar manner, forcing mitochondria to switch from microtubule tracks to actin. The gross differences in the observed effects of GFP-Myo19 overexpression in cultured epithelial cells versus neurons may reflect differences in the distribution of actin and/or microtubules that would lead to the anchoring of mitochondria in one case and Myo19-driven motility in another.
Studies of myosin family members and other molecular motors continue to surprise us. There is a breathtaking diversity of eukaryotic myosins and, while the majority have been identified on the basis of the sequence homology of the motor domains [7, 10] , it remains an open question how many actually act as motors. In fact, after 30 years of unconventional myosin research, it has become clear that these motors have defied our expectations -and, daresay, prejudices -every step of the way. There is now good reason to consider that many members of this family of motors can act as unusual actin-binding proteins or crosslinkers [11] , employing the motor activity solely to generate tension locally, orient actin structures or have the ability to make fine adjustments of position within a structure. It may be tempting to think that Myo19 acts in a familiar way and that it is the higher eukaryotic mitochondrial myosin motor, but it is too soon to tell at the moment. The late appearance of Myo19 in evolution should now compel the field to search for other myosins that serve similar functions in other organisms. Undoubtedly, there's a good chance that future work on Myo19 and functionally related motors has some interesting surprises in store for us.
The crying behaviours of newborn infants are shown to be surprisingly sophisticated, reflecting generic prosodic features of their native languages.
Ian Cross
Human infants are profoundly altricial; they can neither move about nor feed themselves, and are wholly dependent on their caregivers for survival. But there is mounting evidence that infants have some precocious perceptual capacities even as neonates. Neonates are sensitive to prosodic cues in language, a capacity present even in sleep [1] ; they are sensitive to acoustical differences in voices [2] ; and they can distinguish between prosodically different languages [3] . This last capacity -which, on the surface, seems intensely human -turns out to be shared by cotton-top tamarins, which suggests that the auditory capacities of both species are likely to rely on common processes. Hence, the apparent perceptual precocity of human neonates may simply reflect the workings of a common primate perceptual system. Such an interpretation is called into question by the findings of Mampe et al. [4] , reported in this issue of Current Biology, which demonstrate that human newborns incorporate generic features of adult native-language prosody into their crying behaviours.
The developmental trajectories of human infants differ significantly from those of other primates. Over the first two years of life, human infants show clear indications of a capacity for, and motivation towards, shared intentionality. Their ability to follow gaze direction develops into a capacity for joint attention and action. Their early vocalisations (reflecting immediate bodily needs), and their early gestures (aimed at manipulating the behaviours of others) develop into a complex coordinated system that enables co-operative communication [5] . It is of considerable interest to identify any possible developmental antecedents of such communicative behaviour. On the face of it, crying behaviours do not seem to offer a particularly good platform for the emergence of articulate communicative capacities, but Mampe et al. [4] have shown that neonate crying is not simply
